LEVEL REPORT

Square FEATURE 14 E'12 Level FILL Site 18CV272

Date Started 2-15-88 Date Finished 2-15-88

SW S SE E NE N NW W

Closing depth __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Opening depth __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Screened [ ] Screen mesh size 3/8"

Excavated by: Supervisor C. Nash
Crew Name

Features present or indicated: dark, irregularly shaped stain, 1/1 Charcoal - thought to be possible post-mold - probably a tree burrow.

Nature of soil Dark brown sandy clay
Samples Taken: Carbon Flotation Pollen Soil
Other

Material recovered: no artifacts

Draw floor (over) see attached

Remarks: no artifacts taken; unit was decided to be nothing; sketch on several w/m/measurements; no pebbles

Profile drawn: S E E E N W

Does it match? __________ Additional drawings __________

Recorded by __________ Profiles drawn by __________

Measurements taken by __________ Floor drawn by __________

Photographic record: "more"

Photographer's remarks: __________

Supervisor's approval C. Nash